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In Example 10 of the above paper there is an error on the signs of equation −F1 − 29F2 = 12F3
(p. 121). The correct equation is −F1 + 29F2 = 12F3. Thus the triples (F1, F2, F3) satisfying
F1F2F3 = ±2532133292 and −F1 + 29F2 = 12F3 are (e9048, e156,−e377), (−e4524, e156, e754),
(e4524, e312, e377), where e = ±1. The ﬁrst triple gives the system
3x2 − 29y2 = e9048, 3z2 − y2 = e156, 29z2 − x2 = −e1508.
For e = 1 all the equations have a solution. So, we continue to the next steps of our algorithm and
we ﬁnd that the elliptic curve E1131 has also the integer points (1392,±30276). Thus, we have
Example 10. The integer points of the elliptic curve E1131 are
(x, y) = (0,0), (±1131,0), (−117,±12168), (10933,±1137032), (1392,±30276).
Furthermore, in Example 1 the set Λ is not empty. We have Λ = {−103041} and so, the elliptic
curve E469409 has also the integer points (−103041,±147005160). Thus, we have
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(x, y) = (0,0), (±469409,0), (9628609,±29842047480), (−103041,±147005160).
